TALENT TRENDS
J U N E

4 QUESTIONS EXECUTIVE RECRUITERS
USE THAT YOU SHOULD ASK DURING
INTERVIEWS
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74%
of hiring managers say
they have hired the wrong

The coronavirus pandemic has caused a major shakeup in the talent market.
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A few months ago, it was considered a candidates’ world. Now, employers
have an unprecedented opportunity to hire great talent. With record
unemployment rates, many talented professionals are in the job market that
weren’t available a few months ago. Again, an exceptional opportunity for
hiring managers but also a great responsibility to vet these candidates to
determine if their skill set and experience is right for your organization.

Using an Executive Search firm, like ZSG, might be the solution. A

$15,000

partnership with an Executive Recruiter allows you to focus on running your
business while the recruiter focuses on finding the talent you need to power

the average cost of one

tomorrow’s success. Whether you are planning to use an Executive Recruiter
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or hire on your own, here are some questions to ask to find the best
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candidates among a very large pool.

THE 4 QUESTIONS EXECUTIVE RECRUITERS ASK
1) Will you tell me about your decision to leave your recent positions?
Many people are looking for a new opportunity due to a layoff. You will want to
understand the complete story surrounding that layoff. How many people were laid
off? How was the candidate’s performance before the layoff? Why was their role
considered non-essential? You should seek to understand their reasons for leaving
roles prior to their most recent role to identify any patterns.

2) What do you think your transferable skills are for this role?
The talent shakeup affected more than who is employed and who is not. The nature
of an employee’s role may have changed or expanded. While job title is an indicator
of skills and experience, there is an increased focus on hiring for skills, not
roles.

The silver lining for companies is an opportunity to look anew at what skills

are necessary for company success. Some traits that may be especially helpful in
today’s ever-changing workplace are adaptability, resilience, coachability, and
technical aptitude.

Asking a candidate about their perception of their transferable skills is a good place to start. However, a
candidate may possess the skills you are looking for but not be able to articulate it clearly.

Spend some time

learning about their strongest skills and when they have used them in a similar environment.

3) What technology skills can you bring to this role?
We are witnessing one of the steepest learning curves in history in terms of technology adoption. Within a matter of
weeks, employees across industries had to navigate working from a home office, attending virtual meetings, and
learning new social distancing protocols. As someone in charge of hiring for your company, this just adds to the list
of skills and proficiencies to screen for.

Technology is another area to look for transferable skills. It is often unnecessary for a candidate to have experience
with the exact systems your company uses as long as they have used similar systems and demonstrated an ability to
quickly learn new technologies. Ask the candidate to tell you about the last time they learned to use a new system,
software, or app to better understand their learning style in addition to their technology proficiencies.

4) Can you provide 3 professional references?
References are a double-edged sword – valuable and time-consuming. Especially in this congested job market,
references offer valuable insight from those who have directly supervised the candidate in the past. It is a way to
qualify their potential impact at your company in a way that a resume cannot. Checking references is also an
opportunity to confirm answers about what motivated the candidate to make a career change or if their version of
the layoff matches with what their boss shares.

Today’s job market offers an excellent opportunity to hire top talent, though it can be challenging to find the
rockstars among a crowded applicant pool. If time is a limiting factor as a hiring manager, enlisting an Executive
Recruiter that specializes in your industry can help. A good Executive Recruiter is a detective, diving deep into
understanding the best talent in their field and picking up on the “clues” that others might miss. Their expertise of
industry trends allows for more insightful conversations about compensation and transferable skills. The Executive
Recruiters at ZSG are ready to partner with you to take advantage of this unprecedented hiring opportunity. Our
team specializes in the construction and manufacturing industries, having placed over 7,000 candidates since 2008
with a 95% retention rate. Call us at 614-458-1151 to learn more about how we can help your company succeed.

